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ABSTRACT

The NOAA Environmental Technology Laboratory air–sea interaction group and collaborators at the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution have developed a seagoing measurement system suitable for mounting aboard
ships. During its development, it was deployed on three different ships and recently completed three cruises in
the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment as well as two cruises
off the west coast of the United States. The system includes tower-mounted micrometeorological sensors for
direct covariance flux measurements and a variety of remote sensors for profiling winds, temperature, moisture,
and turbulence. A sonic anemometer/thermometer and a fast-response infrared hygrometer are used for turbulent
fluxes. Winds are obtained from a stabilized Doppler radar (wind profiler) and a Doppler sodar. Returned power
and Doppler width from these systems are used to deduce profiles of small-scale turbulence. A lidar ceilometer
and a microwave radiometer are used to obtain cloud properties. Radiative fluxes are measured with standard
pyranometers and pyrgeometers. A conventional rawinsonde system gives intermittent reference soundings. The
system is used to study surface fluxes, boundary layer dynamics, cloud–radiative interactions, and entrainment.
It has also proven useful in satellite calibration/validations. Following a description of the systems and methods,
various examples of data and results are given from recent deployments in the North Atlantic, off the United
States west coast, and in the equatorial Pacific Ocean.

1. Introduction

Air–sea interaction can be considered as interactive
processes between nearly geostrophic, essentially non-
turbulent oceanic and atmospheric flows. The physics
of the atmospheric and oceanic boundary layers plays
a major role in the interaction process. The structure of
the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is traditionally
broken down into sublayers. The molecular sublayer or
surface microlayer is the region a few millimeters in
thickness in direct contact with the interface where tur-
bulent processes are damped by viscosity, and vertical
transport is dominated by molecular diffusion. The sur-
face layer is the 10% of the boundary layer nearest the
interface, where the height dependence of the turbulent
fluxes is small and the dynamical properties are well
described by Monin–Obukhov similarity (MOS) theory.
The mixed layer is roughly 80% of the boundary layer
where turbulent mixing has made the vertical gradients
of mean properties quite small. The inversion layer is
the interface between the turbulent boundary layer and
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the essentially nonturbulent fluid beyond; a typical
thickness is about 10% of the depth of the entire bound-
ary layer. (Details can be found in modern reference
books such as Panofsky and Dutton 1984; Garratt 1992;
Kraus and Businger 1994).

Within the surface microlayer, profiles and transports
are naturally scaled with the kinematic viscosity n and
the diffusivities kx 5 Dx/r, where Dx is the diffusion
coefficient for the variable x, and r is the density of air
or water (Liu et al. 1979; Brutsaert 1982; Kraus and
Businger 1994). The details are more complicated than
presented here; for example, there are differences be-
tween aerodynamically rough and smooth flow, so the
reader is urged to consult a rigorous treatment (e.g.,
Kraus and Businger 1994). This approach has been used
to describe the so-called cool skin at the sea surface
that results from sensible, latent, and net longwave heat
transfer at the interface (Saunders 1967; Hasse 1971;
Paulson and Simpson 1981; Wick et al. 1996). MOS
theory is one of the most successful scaling theories in
meteorology. It is based on the idea that the mean and
turbulent properties of the dynamical variables can be
scaled by combinations of the surface fluxes, and their
height dependence can be described by the ratio of the
height above the surface to the Monin–Obukhov length
L (see section 2b). MOS has been applied extensively
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over the ocean and forms the basis of several surface
flux estimation methods. Considerable effort has been
expended in demonstrating that the over-land and over-
ocean scaling properties are the same.

Land and marine ABLs have been the subject of a
massive research effort involving numerous field pro-
grams and the development of numerical models of
varying sophistication. The dynamics of the bulk of the
boundary layer are too complex to represent by simple,
general scaling models, although many properties of the
convectively driven mixed layer are well represented by
convective scaling (Kaimal et al. 1976). Compared to
the ocean, the atmospheric boundary layer has been ex-
tensively investigated and, in many ways, is considered
to be better understood. This understanding has devel-
oped from a combination of sources, 1) laboratory models
(e.g., Willis and Deardorff 1974), 2) three-dimensional
primitive equation large-eddy simulations, usually called
LES (e.g., Deardorff 1974; Moeng 1984), and 3) at-
mospheric measurements with aircraft and tethered bal-
loons (e.g., Lenschow 1973; Kaimal et al. 1976; Brost
et al. 1982; Nichols 1984). Surface-based remote sensors
(e.g., Lenschow 1986; Albrecht et al. 1990) are just be-
ginning to be applied to these problems. In a review of
ABL turbulence, Fairall (1987) identified seven different
classes of structure and pronounced only the cloud-free
convective ABL to be reasonably well understood.

Between the turbulent boundary layer and the non-
turbulent free fluid is a transition region characterized
by strong gradients or jumps in the dynamical variables
and concentrations of various constituents. Entrainment
is the process whereby this boundary is eroded by the
turbulent diffusive processes of the boundary layer. The
erosion process creates a vertical flux in the inversion
region referred to as the entrainment flux Fi. Note that
the buoyancy flux is usually negative in the inversion
because the entrainment process works against potential
energy and therefore destroys turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE). The entrainment flux is characterized by the en-
trainment velocity We, which describes the rate of in-
crease of ABL depth caused by turbulent mixing across
the interface. Parameterizations for We are a key com-
ponent of mixed-layer models. Such parameterizations
are generally based on arguments about the sources of
TKE in the mixed layer and the transport of that TKE
to the inversion region (Stage and Businger 1981;
Moeng et al. 1992).

Boundary-layer clouds have received increased re-
search emphasis in recent years. The First ISSCP (In-
ternational Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) Re-
gional Experiment (FIRE) and the Atmospheric Radi-
ation Measurement (ARM) programs are notable major
efforts with ABL cloud components. Browning (1994)
has identified ABL clouds as a priority issue in the
parameterization of cloud-related processes in general
circulation models (GCMs). Information is needed
about the relationship between cloud liquid water con-
tent, fraction, geometry, and optical properties. There

are also related interests: cloud condensation nuclei con-
centrations, cloud microphysics, drizzle production, and
ABL/cloud dynamics such as decoupling of layers with-
in the boundary layer.

Research on marine ABL dynamics and structure and
cloud-radiative processes has long been hampered by a
lack of suitable observing systems for the oceans. Sat-
ellite observing systems obviously offer a powerful
source of ABL information over the oceans (Gautier et
al. 1980; Liu 1990; Katsaros 1990), but there still exists
a need for a highly capable surface-based platform for
open-ocean field campaigns and near-surface research
problems. A very comprehensive system is required be-
cause ABL dynamics is so complicated (i.e., it would
make no sense to attempt to investigate the entrainment
rate without measurements of surface fluxes, cloud
properties, and ABL mean structure). In response to this
need, the Environmental Technology Laboratory (ETL)
air–sea interaction group has developed a ship-mount-
able system for measuring near-surface and ABL pro-
cesses to support several ongoing research programs in
marine meteorology and climate. The system presently
consists of seven components assembled from a com-
bination of commercial and in-house sensors:

1) bulk meteorological variables and radiative fluxes;
2) direct air–sea turbulent fluxes;
3) a lidar ceilometer for cloud-base height and aerosol

profiles;
4) a 915-MHz radar with RASS (radio acoustic sound-

ing system) for wind, temperature, and turbulence
profiling;

5) a two-channel microwave radiometer for integrated
water vapor and cloud liquid water content;

6) an Omega–Navaid-based rawinsonde system; and
7) a Doppler acoustic minisodar for high-resolution

near-surface wind and turbulence profiling.

Lists of the specific instruments and their measurement
capabilities are given in Tables 1 and 2.

The flux/meteorological system is the latest version
of a system originally deployed in the Humidity Ex-
change over the Sea (HEXOS) experiment in 1987 on
a North Sea platform (Fairall et al. 1990). An updated
version of the system was used for the Tropical Ocean
Global Atmosphere (TOGA) pilot cruise on the R/V
Wecoma in 1990 (Young et al. 1992). The wind profiler,
ceilometer, and rawinsonde system were first deployed
in the Tropical Instability Wave Experiment (TIWE)
cruise aboard the R/V Moana Wave in 1991 (Chertock
et al. 1993). The microwave radiometer was added for
the Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition Experiment (AS-
TEX) cruise aboard the R/V Malcom Baldridge in the
North Atlantic in 1992 (White et al. 1995). All systems
were again used for three, 1-month cruises (see Fig. 1)
in the TOGA Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response
Experiment (COARE) in 1992 and 1993 (Young et al.
1995; Fairall et al. 1996). The bulk meteorology/flux
system has recently been deployed separately aboard
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TABLE 1. List of shipboard in situ and near-surface instruments used by ETL.

System No. Instrument Type Measurement

1 Thermometer Vaisala HMP-35 Air temperature
1 Hygrometer Vaisala HMP-35 Mean humidity
1 Thermistor YSI 46040 Sea surface temperature
1 Pyranometer Eppley PSP Solar irradiance
1 Pyrgeometer Eppley PIR Downward IR irradiance
1 Optical rain gauge STI ORG-100 Precipitation
2 Sonic Anemometer Gill Solent Wind vector, stress, and heat flux
2 IR hygrometer OPHIR IR2000 Moisture flux
2 GPS Navastar XR4-PC Course and speed
2 Gyrocompass Robertson RGC-10 Heading
2 Strapdown navigation ETL Mast motions
2 Inertial navigation Pandect VRG-105 Ship motions

TABLE 2. Profiling sensors used for shipboard operation by ETL.

System No. System Type Measurement

3 Ceilometer Vaisala CT-12K Aerosol scat., cloud-base height
4 Wind profiler 915 MHz ETL/AL Wind and turbulence profiles
4 RASS 915 MHz/1.9 kHz Boundary layer temperature
5 Microwave radiometer Radiometrics WVR-1000 Water vapor and liquid
6 Rawinsonde NCAR class Wind, temperature, and humidity
7 Minisodar Aerovironment Wind and turbulence profiles

the Floating Instrument Platform (R/P FLIP) and the
remote sensing system aboard the R/V Titan in the San
Clemente Ocean Probing Experiment (SCOPE) in 1993
(Fairall and Edson 1994); the flux system was deployed
by itself aboard the R/V Glorita in the Ship Tracks
experiment off California in 1994. Finally, the complete
system (including the recently added minisodar) was
deployed in the marine boundary layers (MBL) exper-
iment off Monterey, California, in April and May 1995.

In this paper the authors describe the system and its
capabilities, and show how it has been used. Discussion
of individual components will be limited primarily to
issues specific to implementation on ships. Rather, the
focus will be on how the components are linked together
to form a system and the technology and techniques
used to derive useful information. Sections 2 and 3 of
the paper discuss turbulent flux methods and the specific
implementation used (sensors, data processing, etc.). In
section 4 the various remote sensors are discussed. Sam-
ple applications from recent cruises are discussed in
section 5. Conclusions and immediate plans are given
in section 6.

2. Methods of measuring near-surface turbulent
fluxes

a. Background

The conservation equation for the ensemble mean of
variable x, denoted as X, is

]X ](w9x9) ¯1 = X·u 5 2 1 Q , (1)h h x]t ]z

where the subscript h denotes horizontal components

and Qx represents the source term. The quantity of in-
terest is the Reynolds flux enclosed in the parentheses.
The flux can be determined by measuring the time or
space series of w9 and x9 and computing their mean
cross product; this is referred to as the covariance or
eddy-correlation method. Alternatively, the other terms
in (1) could be measured and the vertical gradient in
the flux computed as a residual; this is referred to as
the budget method.

In this paper the authors will focus on methods that
are based on point measurements at a fixed location
within the ABL. Besides the covariance method, there
is a host of other more indirect, local-method approaches
based on applications of MOS to measured properties
other than the covariances. Note that these other meth-
ods yield estimates of the surface flux only, while the
covariance method is general. This diversity of methods
for measuring fluxes is primarily due to the historical
difficulty, expense, and impracticality of making the di-
rect covariance measurements for all variables of inter-
est on the horizontal and temporal scales of interest.
Measurements over the ocean involve the additional
complication of platform motion (Fujitani 1985), flow
distortion by booms, other instruments, and the platform
(Oost et al. 1994), and contamination by sea spray and
salt particles (Schmitt et al. 1978). Fast-response sensors
are still not available at this writing for a number of gas
and particle species of interest. More complete infor-
mation on flux methods can be found in Businger
(1986), Donelan (1990), Geernaert (1990), and Kraus
and Businger (1994). Details on the specific inertial-
dissipation and bulk-flux algorithms used for this work
are given in Fairall et al. (1996).
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FIG. 1. Photograph of the R/V Moana Wave with the ETL system during COARE.

b. Turbulent flux methods

1) COVARIANCE METHODS

As discussed above, the eddy correlation is the stan-
dard upon which the other local methods are based. In
principle, once sensor calibration errors and other
sources of error (e.g., flow distortion, contamination, or
platform motion) are removed and the sensors have ad-
equate frequency response to resolve the relevant scales
of turbulence (about 10 Hz), covariance computations
represent an unbiased estimate of the true ensemble
mean of interest at the height of the measurement [see
Businger (1986) or Donelan (1990) for a discussion of
the difference between the flux at height z and the true
surface flux]. From a practical point of view, we do not
measure the actual ensemble average, but compute es-
timates from time–space series of data taken on towers,
platforms, ships, aircraft, etc. Traditionally, strict re-
quirements for covariance measurements are not en-
forced, but a particular measurement (say a 1-h average)
is considered to be an estimate of the true flux subject
to some statistical sampling uncertainty (Wyngaard
1973; Fairall 1984; Lenschow and Kristensen 1985). For
1-h averages, this uncertainty is on the order of 20%,
but is highly dependent on conditions. It is assumed that
the effects of the random sampling error can be reduced
by averaging a collection of flux values. The choice of

averaging period is not arbitrary; Mahrt et al. (1996)
discuss trade-offs between high-pass filtering the time
series, the timescale of the average computation, and
nonstationarity of the data. High-pass filtering and ta-
pering are done to combat the unwanted effects of non-
stationarity and/or spectral leakage (Kaimal et al. 1989).
A variety of techniques is used including block aver-
ages, running mean filters, and no filtering at all, but
rejecting samples where the cospectra are not well be-
haved at low frequency (see Oncley 1989, for a dis-
cussion of the ogive).

Alternatives to the covariance method were originally
developed due to a lack of fast-response sensors, a con-
dition existing today for many chemical species. An
interesting variation of the covariance method, referred
to as the relaxed eddy accumulation (REA) method, has
been developed (Businger and Oncley 1990; Pattey et
al. 1993). The method is usable if a sensor is available
that can accurately measure differences in concentration
of the constituent. However, the method does not rely
on MOS or empirical stability functions.

2) MOS METHODS

In the surface layer, scaling parameters are defined
in terms of the turbulent fluxes:
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(w9x9)ox 5 2 , (2)* u*

where x 5 u, T, or q (i.e., velocity, temperature, or
humidity), and the zero subscript denotes the surface
value of the flux. MOS is based on the idea that in the
surface layer the dynamical variables can be scaled by
combinations of these parameters plus the height, z, and
that the dimensionless properties are then functions of
j 5 z/L, where L is the MOS scaling length, and

kgz (T 1 0.61Tq )* *j 5 , (3)2T u*

where g is the acceleration of gravity and k is the von
Kármán constant. Garratt (1992) lists values of k from
nine field programs conducted in the 1970s and 1980s
and suggests k 5 0.4.

Details on MOS can be found in the texts referenced
above, but a few examples are given here. The vertical
gradient of the mean of some variable X can be rep-
resented by

]X x*5 f (j), (4)x]z kz

where fx is an empirically determined dimensionless
gradient function. We can integrate (2) to describe the
profile (Paulson 1970)

x z*X(z) 2 X 5 ln 2 C (j) , (5)o x1 2[ ]k zox

where zox is the surface roughness length and Cx the
dimensionless profile functions. Similarly, we can rep-
resent the dissipation rate by

3u*e 5 f (j) (6)ekz

and the structure function parameter for the variable x
by (Wyngaard et al. 1971)

5 z22/3fx(j).2 2C xx * (7)

Again, f and f are dimensionless MOS similarity func-
tions. The forms of the MOS functions must be deter-
mined by measurements, but their asymptotic behavior
for the stability extremes (convective, j → 2`; strat-
ified, j → 1`) are predicted by the theory of Wyngaard
(1973).

The primary MOS-based flux estimation methods in
use are the gradient/profile, the bulk, and the inertial-
dissipation methods. As stated before, these methods
rely on dimensionless functions that must be determined
empirically using covariance measurements as the stan-
dard. Most of the relevant functions have been first mea-
sured over land and then either assumed or verified to
be applicable over the ocean. The gradient method with
the ship system is not being used here, so it will not be
discussed further.

The inertial-dissipation method is based on MOS
forms for the high-frequency portion of the variance
spectra. This method has been used extensively to mea-
sure drag coefficients over the open ocean (Large and
Pond 1981, 1982). The method was reviewed by Fairall
and Larsen (1986) and analyzed in detail by Edson et
al. (1991). Besides ships, the method has been used on
aircraft (Fairall and Markson 1987) and buoys (Skup-
niewicz and Davidson 1991). Papers describing ship
implementations of this method are still appearing in
the literature (Fairall et al. 1990; Yelland et al. 1994).

The main attraction of the inertial-dissipation method
is its use of the high-frequency portion of the spectrum
where platform motions are overwhelmed by turbulence
signal. The commercial development of reliable sonic
anemometer/thermometers and infrared hygrometers
has provided the required frequency response. There is
a minor distinction between using actual measurements
of dissipation rates by integrating over the derivative
spectrum (8a) versus using a fit to the Kolmogorov 25/3
power law in the inertial subrange (8b) to determine the
appropriate structure function parameter (see discussion
in Fairall et al. 1990). For example,

15n
2e 5 v S (v) dv, (8a)E u2U

2 22/3 5/3C 5 4U v S (v), (8b)u u

where, in this case, Su is the streamwise velocity spec-
trum as a function of angular frequency v.

Direct dissipation methods are rarely used over the
ocean because sensors do not exist that can measure
temperature and humidity fluctuations to 5 kHz in the
ocean environment, and the velocity sensors (hot wires)
require frequent replacement. Thus, comments here will
be restricted to the inertial subrange method, which re-
quires frequency response on the order of 10–100 Hz.
Following determination of the structure functions via
(8b), there are two basic approaches used. The structure
functions themselves are used directly with (7), and the
fluxes are found by iteration. Alternatively, the structure
functions may be converted to dissipation rates via the
Corrsin relations:

2 1/3C exe 5 , (9)x 4bx

where ex is the relevant dissipation rate, bu 5 0.54 and
bT 5 bq ø 0.80. In this second approach, the dimen-
sionless MOS function comes from empirical determi-
nations of the TKE and scalar budget balances as a
function of stability. Typically,

f (j) 5 f (j) 2 j, (10a)e u

f 5 f (j). (10b)e T T

To the extent that the Kolmogorov constants are known,
these two approaches are exactly equivalent. The fx(j)
functions are related to the dimensionless dissipation
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functions via (9). However, the forms of fx(j) that best
fit the structure function data are not guaranteed to yield
(10). Recent work (Vogel and Frenzen 1992; Fairall and
Edson 1994) indicates that (10) is not exactly correct
and that some small adjustments are required to further
improve the mean accuracy of the method.

The inertial-dissipation method works best with ve-
locity; excellent correlations of covariance or bulk stress
are routinely obtained with this method. Today’s sonic
temperature signals are free from salt contamination but
have rather high noise levels (Larsen et al. 1993), so
inertial-dissipation sensitivity for sensible heat flux is
not as good as other methods for typical open-ocean
conditions. There is also extreme sensitivity to contam-
ination by ship heat island effects. Modern commercial
fast hygrometers have adequate sensitivity but are still
subject to a variety of problems (salt contamination,
radio frequency interference) that can produce partic-
ularly unsatisfactory effects in the variance spectrum.

The bulk method has a long history of application.
It plays a special role because it can be used to estimate
fluxes from historical datasets and because it is essential
in establishing the lower boundary condition in nu-
merical models. The accuracy of the method has been
discussed extensively by Blanc (1985, 1986, 1987). The
standard bulk expressions for fluxes are given by

1/2 1/2c c S(X 2 X )dn xn s rw9x9 5 5 C S(X 2 X ),x s R
1/2 1/2c cdn xn1 2 C (j) 1 2 C (j)u x[ ][ ]k k (11)

where cdn, cTn, and cqn are the transfer coefficients for
velocity, temperature, and moisture; the subscript n re-
fers to the neutral value (j 5 0), and the transfer co-
efficients for stress and sensible and latent heat are de-
noted by Cx. Here Xs is the mean variable value at the
surface, and Xr the value at some reference height zr.
Note that in this convention X 5 U1, U2 are the hori-
zontal wind components relative to the fixed earth, and
S is the average value of the wind speed relative to the
sea surface at zr. Measurements of winds, temperature,
humidity, and sea surface temperature are used with
(11); the solution is found iteratively.

The neutral transfer coefficients are related to the
roughness lengths, which are defined as the height where
the extrapolation of the logz portion of the variable pro-
file intersects the surface value

k
1/2c 5 . (12)xn ln(z /z )r ox

The velocity roughness length zo is often crudely re-
lated to the physical roughness of the surface (see Pa-
nofsky and Dutton 1984, 123), but the scalar roughness
lengths are more complicated. This is discussed in detail
in chapters 4 and 5 of Garratt (1992) or chapter 5 of
Kraus and Businger (1994). Smith (1988) has expressed
the roughness length as the sum of a smooth flow limit
and a Charnock (1955)–type dependence:

2au 0.11n*z 5 1 , (13)o g u*

where a is the Charnock ‘‘constant’’ for which values
between 0.010 and 0.035 can be found in the literature
(e.g., Garratt 1992, Table 4.1). The value of the Char-
nock constant can be linked to gross characterizations
of the sea state (Geernaert 1990), such as the age or
slope of the dominant wavelength (from the peak of the
gravity wave spectrum).

Another topic of interest is the form of the transfer
coefficients in the limit of low wind speed. Note that
in (11) the parameter S is in fact the average value of
the wind speed, not the magnitude of the mean wind
vector. Godfrey and Beljaars (1991) have expressed S
as

S2 5 1 1 5 u2 1 ,2 2 2 2u u w wx y g g (14)

where ux and uy are the mean wind components, and wg

is proportional to the convective scaling velocity as fol-
lows:

w 5 bW ,g *
(15)

where b is an empirical constant of the order unity, and
b depends on the temporal/spatial scale used to compute
the averages.

3. Near-surface flux/meteorological system
implementation

The heart of the turbulent flux system consists of a
sonic anemometer/thermometer and an infrared fast hy-
grometer. Both instruments have been specifically se-
lected for their ability to withstand the harsh marine
environment and deliver usable data despite nominal
contamination with water and salt. The remainder of the
meteorological instruments are high-quality commercial
units. Fluxes are computed in real time using three meth-
ods: (a) eddy covariance, (b) inertial dissipation, and
(c) bulk aerodynamic algorithms (as described in section
2). A ship motion measuring system (Hare et al. 1992)
is used to provide data to correct the sonic anemometer
wind data to eliminate ship and boom motion contam-
ination that invalidates most seagoing eddy covariance
stress measurements. The scalar fluxes are much less
affected. The system consists of a gyrostabilized triaxial
accelerometer set mounted near the ship’s center of mo-
tion and a ‘‘strapdown’’ triaxial accelerometer set and
triaxial angular rate unit mounted on the mast as an
integral part of the sonic anemometer base. Ship’s course
and speed are obtained from a Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) receiver, ship’s heading from a gyrocompass.
The flux and bulk meteorological sensors are placed on
a mast near the ship’s bow (see Figs. 1 and 2). Mean
flow tilt angles at this location are typically around 58,
which were considered to be within an acceptable range
for ship-induced flow distortion effects on the fluxes
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FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1 but a close-up of sensors on the bow mast.

(Edson et al. 1991; Oost et al. 1994). For a continuous
operation mode, this location was preferable to a bow
spar, which usually cannot be left deployed in rough
weather, and a ship’s mast just aft of the pilot house,
which has numerous sources of electromagnetic inter-
ference and close contact with stack gases. The radiative
flux sensors are usually not mounted on the bow mast,
but at some other well-exposed location on the ship.

a. Motion corrections

The techniques used to correct turbulence data for
ship motion will be briefly sketched here; details can
be found in J. Edson et al. (1997, manuscript submitted
to J. Atmos. Oceanic Technol.).

1) BASIC EQUATIONS

A variety of approaches have been used to correct
wind sensors for platform motion. True inertial navi-
gation systems (Axford 1968; Lenschow and Spyers-
Duran 1987) are standard for research aircraft. These
systems are expensive and subject to the so-called Schu-
ler oscillation, so simpler techniques have been sought
for ships (where the platform mean vertical velocity is
unambiguously zero). The basic approach we are using

follows that of Fujitani (1985). The true wind vector
(i.e, uncontaminated by motion) can be written as

u 5 Tut 1 Vcg 1 V 3 TM, (16)

where ut is the wind speed measured by the anemometer
in the ship (or anemometer) reference frame that is ro-
tated relative to an earth-fixed (north, west, and vertical)
frame, T is a matrix that rotates vectors in the ship frame
back to the fixed frame, Vcg is the translational vector
of the ship’s center of gravity, V is a vector describing
the angular velocity of the ship in the fixed frame (i.e.,
rotation rates about the N, W, and Z axes), and M is a
spatial displacement vector from the ship’s center of
gravity to the anemometer.

Note that if the motion-measurement system is not
located at the center of gravity, but at some location S,
then the direct integrations of the accelerations must be
corrected for angular motions (Fujitani 1985) and the
vector M in (16) is replaced by the R 5 M 2 S, which
is the vector representing the separation of the motion
unit and the sonic anemometer.

2) ETL APPROACH

For the purpose of redundancy and in investigating
different approaches, the authors have used a mechan-
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ical gyrostabilized system located near the ship’s center
of gravity and a strapdown system mounted on the mast
with the sonic anemometer. The mechanical system has
electronic pick-offs to deliver conventional pitch and
roll and three accelerometers mounted in the stabilized
platform. Thus, accelerations are measured in a verti-
cally fixed frame. The term strapdown refers to the fact
that all sensors measure in the ship frame (i.e., it is
strapped down to the ship). The mast sensor contains
three accelerometers and three angular rate sensors in
triaxial mounts. These units are permanently fixed to a
precisely machined flat on the side of a vertically ori-
ented aluminum cylinder. The sonic anemometer bolts
directly to the top of the cylinder. Thus, the relative
orientation of the sonic anemometer and the mast motion
unit are fixed and known. While the ship is in port, the
mast is adjusted until the horizontal accelerometers read
near zero. This is done to an accuracy of a few tenths
of degrees. The gyrostabilized unit in the laboratory is
shimmed at its floor mounts until the pitch-and-roll an-
gles read zero. The horizontal accelerations normally
read zero because of the gravity erection. The gyrocom-
pass mount is adjusted so the indicated heading agrees
with the ship’s gyrocompass, and the mast unit yaw
orientation is adjusted using as heading reference a mag-
netic compass that temporarily mounts in the anemom-
eter position. As noted in Table 1, the gyrostabilized
unit is a Pandect vertical reference gyro, model 105. It
uses Sunstrand Data Control Inc. mini-pal accelerom-
eters. The mast unit uses Sunstrand QA-2000-020 ac-
celerometers and Systron Donner QRS11-100 quartz an-
gular rate sensors. Systron Donner now offers a com-
bined accelerometer and angular rate measurement sen-
sor in a small convenient package under the model name
MotionPak.

Our initial investigations gave better results using the
mast-mounted unit for accelerations, so we will restrict
our further discussion to that approach. When mounted
on a ship, the V term is negligible for the mast unit
because R is less than 1 m. Note that either unit may
still be used to determine the angles and the capability
to switch between the units in case of failure of one
sensor has been maintained.

3) MOTION PROCESSING

The ship-frame angular rates are first high-pass fil-
tered, then integrated and high-pass filtered again. The
mean tilt of the ship may be ignored or referenced to
the mean angles from the pitch-and-roll gyro; the mean
heading must be referenced to the gyrocompass. At pres-
ent, the integrated yaw rate is not used, only the direct
readings of the gyrocompass. The mean tilts may also
be referenced to the horizontal accelerations using com-
plementary filtering (Hare et al. 1992). A time constant
of 5 min for the angular rates and 2 min for the angles
is being used.

To illustrate the actual processing of the velocity data,
(16) is rewritten as

u 5 Tut 1 Vlp 1 Vhp 1 V 3 TR, (17)

where the ship velocities have been divided into low-
pass (lp) and high-pass (hp) components. The high-pass
components are computed by integrating accelerations
in the fixed frame (minus gravity in the vertical coor-
dinate) and high-pass filtering the resultant velocities:

V 5 Hp (Ta 2 gi ) dt , (18)hp E t z[ ]
where Hp represents a high-pass filter operator, at the
strapdown accelerations, g the acceleration of gravity,
and iz the unit vector in the vertical direction. This com-
ponent represents the wave-induced motions of the an-
emometer, typically using a time constant of 2 min for
the high-pass filter. The low-pass component is com-
puted only for the horizontal velocities; either GPS, the
ship’s acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) upper-
range gates, or the ship’s Doppler speed log can be used.
The latter two reference the wind speed to the water,
while the GPS approach references to the fixed earth.
Because for most air–sea interaction applications the
air–water velocity difference is more relevant, GPS-ref-
erenced winds should be corrected with measurements
of surface current (if available). For real-time processing
we use simple exponential time filters and compute flux-
es in 10-min blocks. The low-pass term is applied as a
mean correction at the end of the averaging period (i.e.,
the low-pass time constant is 10 min). For postpro-
cessing we use time-symmetric filters and apply the
smoothed GPS data at every time step. Either way, stress
values tend to be invalidated by ship maneuvers. Thus,
underway at a constant heading or drifting are the pre-
ferred modes for good flux data.

b. Data acquisition

Two computers are used to acquire and process the
data: a 486 PC for all motion measurements and com-
putations and an HP382 workstation for meteorological
measurements and final application of (17) in real time.
The PC acquires the gyrocompass on RS-232; the GPS
data is a card installed in the computer bus. An analog-
to-digital (A/D) converter card is used to acquire the
mast unit (three accelerations, three angular rates, and
unit temperature) and the gyro (three accelerations,
pitch, and roll) signals. The analog signals are antialias
filtered and digitized at 5 Hz; significant vibration noise
has been found on the accelerometers (particularly on
the mast) in the 5–10-Hz range when the ship is un-
derway at full power. The filtering, rotations, and in-
tegrations described above are computed in real time on
the PC and raw and processed motion information (20
channels at 5 Hz) is passed to the HP computer via
RS-232.
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In addition to the motion information, the HP acquires
the sonic anemometer and the hygrometer on RS-232
and runs a slow data acquisition system that digitizes
about 10 channels of data (mean air and water temper-
ature, humidity, radiative fluxes, rain rate, and any other
variables of specific interest). The HP system has been
described previously (Fairall et al. 1990) so only a few
details will be mentioned here. Data is acquired in dual-
buffered, 12.8-s blocks, and computations are done in
quasi-real time (i.e., on 12.8-s delay). The anemometer
and fast hygrometer are preaveraged and/or interpolated
to 10 Hz. Following motion corrections, accumulations
are done for mean, variance, and covariances; spectra
are computed for the 12.8-s blocks and accumulated. A
Hamming time-taper window is used for spectral com-
putations (Edson et al. 1991). At the end of 10 min,
means and variances are computed for slow and fast
variables, covariances and mean spectra are computed
for fast variables, and the raw time series (10 Hz for
turbulence, 5 Hz for motion, and 1/12.8 Hz for slow
variables) is stored. Covariances in streamwise coor-
dinates are computed by standard rotation into the mean
flow (Tanner and Thurtell 1969). Raw covariances, co-
ordinate-rotated covariances, and ship-motion-corrected
plus coordinate-rotated covariances are all computed
and compared. Raw and motion-corrected variance
spectra are also computed. The 10-min average data are
stored and accumulated and a grand average computed
and stored every 50 min. At present, cospectra are only
computed in postprocessing.

c. Turbulence sensors

1) SONIC ANEMOMETER

Signals from a sonic anemometer/thermometer and
an infrared hygrometer are combined for computation
of three principal turbulent fluxes. To avoid salt con-
tamination effects (Schmitt et al. 1978), sonic temper-
ature is used to derive sensible heat flux. Corrections
are required for the influence of humidity and there are
two forms of velocity contamination (Schotanus et al.
1983; Larsen et al. 1993). Sonic anemometers use the
times of flight of acoustic pulses in alternating directions
between pairs of transducers. The difference in the in-
verse time gives the wind component and the mean of
the inverse time gives the speed of sound (used to derive
air temperature). One form of velocity cross talk is
caused by the time delay between pulses in different
directions; this does not affect the w–T covariance, but
contaminates the temperature variance spectrum (Larsen
et al. 1993). The other form of cross talk is caused by
lengthening of the sound path by the wind speed normal
to the path Sn used to compute the sonic temperature
(Schotanus et al. 1983; Mortensen 1994):

22 2l 1 1 S nT 5 1 1 , (19)sn 1 24g R t t g Rd d 1 2 d d

where l is the acoustic path length, t1 and t2 the travel
times in each direction, gd the ratio of pressure and
volume specific heats, and Rd the gas constant for dry
air. For a vertically oriented temperature path, 52Sn

1 (i.e., the horizontal wind speed squared). We2 2U U1 2

have used the Applied Technologies Incorporated (ATI)
sonic model SWS-211/3K on the COARE pilot and the
TIWE cruises. This unit has a vertically oriented tem-
perature channel, but it performs this correction in in-
ternal software and delivers corrected sonic temperature.
On subsequent cruises we used the Gill Solent ane-
mometer, which has a trisymmetric configuration, and
the temperature channel is from the S1 transducer pair.
For this sonic 5 1 0.5(U1 1 U3)2, where the U2 2S Un 2

components are in the Gill coordinates. We normally
mount the Gill with the U1 axis 308 counterclockwise
from the ship’s bow. This correction is applied at every
time step to avoid velocity contamination of the w–T
correlation and the T variance spectrum.

2) IR-HYGROMETER

We have been using an OPHIR model IR-2000 for
all field programs since the COARE pilot experiment.
Early experiences with these devices were described by
Fairall and Young (1991). The hygrometer (Cerni et al.
1987) uses a rotating filter wheel to measure light trans-
mission at a clear channel (Io at 2.6-mm wavelength)
and an absorbed channel (Ia at 2.5 mm). The separation
of the bistatic elements is 26 cm, but a mirror is used
to fold the transmission path once for a total optical path
of 56 cm. Raw readings of Io and Ia are available on
RS-422 at 20 Hz; adjacent pairs of points are averaged
to reduce the data to 10 Hz. Water vapor density Q is
computed from the ratio of the two intensities from an
equation that depends on ambient pressure, temperature,
and the internal temperature of the device (Fairall and
Young 1991).

In clean, fair weather conditions, the hygrometer
yields very high quality fast humidity data. The sen-
sitivity is adequate for the marine conditions encoun-
tered. The hygrometer is subject to several sources of
interference that may degrade its performance. When
the optics become wet because of rain or sea spray, the
data become unreliable (or, in an extreme case, non-
existent). There have also been problems with radio and
radar interference. Because the unit is an optical device,
it is also subject to errors caused by sunlight entering
the optics. This may occur with a direct path or reflection
from nearby shiny surfaces or a very smooth ocean. For
this reason, the hygrometer is mounted with the optical
entrance facing down. Horizontal mounting is more ad-
vantageous for rain cleaning of the optics, but it is our
experience that ships too often orient themselves to
point this instrument into the sun. Even with vertical
mounting, sun interference still occurs, particularly
when the ship is pitching and rolling enough to give
the correct geometry for a strong reflection of sunlight
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FIG. 3. The ratio of OPHIR to Vaisala HMP-35 mean humidity as
a function of the standard deviation of the OPHIR clear channel
counts (night only).

into the instrument resulting from either a smooth ocean
surface or glint from a wave. Finally, we have observed
performance deterioration with accumulation of sea salt
on the optics; obviously this is a strong function of
whitecapping. We have developed a simple technique
for monitoring the contamination of the system by com-
puting the standard deviation of the clear channel in-
tensity (so), which should be unaffected by fluctuations
in humidity. Figure 3 shows the ratio of the mean ab-
solute humidity output by the OPHIR normalized by an
aspirated Vaisala system as a function of so. These data
are for nighttime only to eliminate confusion with sun
interference. Note the two branches of the occurrence
of the points: one branch for unaffected behavior and
another for significant errors in mean humidity. There
is also a strong correlation of reduction of mean hu-
midity reading with decreasing values of the mean value
of Io. Because we do not understand the cause of the
effect of salt contamination on this instrument, we can-
not explain this behavior. However, we use so as an
indicator to clean the optics or to reject data in post-
processing. The contamination effect is much greater
for inertial-dissipation fluxes, which depend directly on
the variance spectrum. However, the w–Q covariance is
also affected. An analysis of the same data shown in
Fig. 3 indicates an average reduction in latent heat flux
of 10% for 20 , so , 40 and 25% for 40 , so , 100.
The so test can also be used to screen data for sun, rain,
and radio/radar interference.

3) SLOW SENSORS

Because of the accuracy and reliability of the sonic
anemometer, we use it for mean wind speed data. This

instrument is not suitable for mean temperature mea-
surement; we use a conventional aspirated temperature–
relative humidity system. We have discovered that the
aspirator does not completely eliminate solar-induced
radiational heating. Based on intercomparisons against
a specially designed aspirated wet/dry-bulb system (E.
Bradley 1993, personal communication), we are using
a simple correction for solar radiation error,

RsT 5 T 2 , (20)air meas 1/2700S

where Rs (W m22) is the solar flux and S (m s21) is the
relative wind speed. This correction reduces light wind,
afternoon temperature errors from nearly 1 K to a few
tenths of a degree. The sea surface temperature (SST)
is measured with a precision thermistor that is epoxied
into a brass plug in the end of a sealed tygon tube. The
sensor is dragged through the water from an outrigged
boom about 4 m from the ship’s hull. The sensor may
or may not be in the ship’s wake, depending on the ship
and the mounting circumstances. The sensor is held near
the surface by the buoyancy of the hollow tygon tube.
We estimate the typical depth of the sensor to be 5 cm.
We usually leave the sensor deployed while the ship is
underway unless the ship speed gets over about 6 m
s21, at which point it becomes more difficult to maintain
steady contact with the water.

Conventional commercial pyranometers and pyrgeo-
meters are used for measurement of solar and down-
welling IR irradiances. Upward fluxes are computed
from the measured SST assuming an oceanic albedo of
0.055 and a surface emissivity of 0.97 (Fairall et al.
1996). The downward IR flux is computed from direct
measurements of the thermopile output and the dome
and case temperatures following Albrecht and Cox
(1977). We have found unreliable performance using
the battery temperature compensation supplied by the
manufacturer. Note that accurate IR fluxes definitely re-
quire dome temperature compensation, either by mea-
suring the dome temperature or using the solar flux em-
pirical correction of Alados-Arboledas et al. (1988). So-
lar-induced errors can easily be as large as 25 W m22.
No attempt is made to gimbal or correct for angular
errors from ship motion (Katsaros and DeVault 1986;
MacWhorter and Weller 1991). Our own experience
from intercomparing ensembles of the sensors (Ruffieux
et al. 1995) suggests that factory calibrations are un-
certain by 3%–5% for the pyranometer and 5–10 W m22

for the pyrgeometer. For COARE special in situ inter-
comparisons and postcalibrations were used to reduce
these uncertainties to about 2% and 2.5 W m22, re-
spectively.

d. Sensor performance

Both types of sonic anemometer we have used deliver
high-quality data and stand up to the marine environ-
ment very well. One critical test of anemometer tur-
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FIG. 4. Ratio of averaged velocity spectra as a function of normalized frequency. The solid line is Sv/Su, and the dashed line is Sw/Su: (a)
z/L 5 20.2 and (b) z/L 5 22.0.

bulence performance is the behavior of its measured
spectra in the inertial subrange. This is illustrated in Fig.
4, where the ratios of two cross-stream velocity com-
ponent spectra to the streamwise spectrum are given as
a function of frequency. These data are from the SCOPE
experiment. Each graph represents the average of ap-
proximately 50 spectra (each one 50-min sample) at two
different MOS stability classes. In the inertial subrange
(high frequencies) we expect this ratio to be 4/3; as
frequency decreases, we expect the vertical spectrum to
decrease rapidly. At low frequencies the Sv/Su ratio de-
pends on ABL structure and mesoscale processes. We
also expect the inertial subrange to extend to lower fre-
quencies for the more unstable case (Kaimal et al. 1972).
Notice that the more unstable case exhibits the expected
behavior, and the break at the inertial subrange occurs
for fz/U on the order of 3. For the more neutral case
(stronger winds) there is an indication that the ratio
exceeds 4/3, suggesting some small deficiencies in the
anemometer’s internal corrections for structural flow
distortion (Mortensen 1994). Figure 5 shows spectral
plots of the average streamwise and cross-stream stress
cospectra (normalized by the mean streamwise covari-
ance) for the near-neutral case. Note the well-behaved
wu cospectrum and the negligible wv cospectrum, in-
dicating that the turbulence and mean wind are well
aligned. Average variance spectra for sonic temperature
and humidity are shown in Fig. 6a and cospectra with
vertical velocity in Fig. 6b for the near-neutral case.
Note the strong similarity of these spectra. The tem-
perature spectrum turns upward at high frequencies as
the signal reaches the noise level of the sonic thermom-
eter; there is also a tendency for the wq cospectrum to
decrease at high frequencies because covariance is re-
duced by the physical separation of the anemometer and
the hygrometer (Kristensen et al. 1997).

Fluxes and mean meteorological variables have been
intercompared with buoys and other ships in the TIWE
(Fairall and McPhaden 1993) and COARE (Fairall et

al. 1996; E. Bradley et al. 1997, manuscript submitted
to J. Atmos. Oceanic Technol.) programs. These studies
form the basis for the measurement accuracies claimed
in Table 3. Here only one example from these compar-
isons is given. Figure 7 shows latent heat fluxes mea-
sured from the R/V Moana Wave and the R/V Franklin
during two periods in COARE. Covariance and bulk
fluxes from both platforms are shown. The two ships
are not collocated at all times during the intercompar-
ison; collocation is indicated by the presence of co-
variance values for the Franklin. Note that on the first
intercomparison a separation of some 15 km made no
difference in the bulk fluxes, whereas on the second
intercomparison, it did (the period from 0600 to 1800
UTC on the second day).

4. Remote sensors

The remote sensors presently in operation are listed
in Table 2; several can be seen in Fig. 8. There are
active systems (ceilometer and wind profiler), passive
systems (microwave radiometer), and remote in situ sen-
sors (rawinsonde). The pyranometer and pyrgeometer
are also passive remote sensors. The ceilometer, pyr-
anometer, and pyrgeometer may be considered as cloud
sensors. The wind profiler was originally designed as a
wind-profiling system, but returned power and spectral
width data from this instrument have proven useful for
cloud and ABL turbulence purposes (White and Fairall
1991; White et al. 1995, 1996). The microwave radi-
ometer measures integrated water vapor and integrated
liquid water; thus, it is both a clear-air and cloud sensor.
Combining profiler, ceilometer, and radiometer data has
proven very useful for diagnosing cloud properties
(White et al. 1995, 1996). The Doppler acoustic sounder
was added to the mix to provide high-resolution wind
profiles in the lowest 200 m where the wind profiler has
poor resolution and is affected by sea clutter. In this
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FIG. 5. Averages of wu (solid line) and wv (dashed line) near-
neutral cospectra versus normalized frequency. The cospectra have
been normalized by (i.e., the area under the solid curve is 21.0).2u
The circles are the neutral parameterization from Kaimal et al. (1972).

FIG. 6. Averaged scalar spectra and cospectra for near-neutral con-
ditions: (a) the sonic temperature variance spectrum (solid line) and
the IR-hygrometer humidity variance spectrum (dashed line) nor-
malized as per Kaimal et al. (1972) and (b) the wT cospectrum (solid
line) and the wq cospectrum (dashed line) normalized by 2 . Inu X* *
both graphs the circles are the Kaimal et al. (1972) near-neutral pa-
rameterization.

TABLE 3. ETL bulk meteorology and flux system measurement
accuracies as estimated by Bradley et al. (1995).

Variable Name 50-min rms
Mean
bias

u (m s21) Wind speed 0.3 60.2
Ta, day (K) Air temp. 0.3 60.2
Ta, night (K) Air temp. 0.2 60.1
q (g kg21) Humidity 0.3 60.2
Ts (K) Water temp. 0.1 60.2
qs (g kg21) Water sat. humidity 0.1 60.2
Hs, cov (W m22) Sensible heat flux 3 6 20% 62
Hl, cov (W m22) Latent heat flux 5 6 20% 64
t, cov (N m22) Stress 0.015 6 30% 0.002
ztz, ID (N m22) Stress inertial 15% 0.002
Rs (W m22) Solar flux 1% 64
Rl (W m22) IR flux 5 62.5
Precip. (mm h21) Rain rate 15% ?

section, brief descriptions of these instruments will be
provided.

a. Ceilometer

The lidar ceilometer is a commercially produced in-
strument designed for National Weather Service sites at
airports. The wavelength is 0.904 mm with a pulse rep-
etition rate between 620 and 1120 Hz. The unit has an
internal processor that delivers backscatter-intensity
profiles and computes cloud-base heights every 30 s.
Special software written at The Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity for acquiring and displaying the cloud-base
height and aerosol-backscatter intensity information is
being used. The backscatter data gives an indication of
cloud-base height even when a cloud is not directly
overhead and also clearly define precipitation below the
clouds. See Albrecht et al. (1990) or Chertock et al.
(1993) for examples of use in the marine boundary layer.

b. Wind profiler/RASS

The wind profiler is a special seagoing version of the
boundary-layer profiler developed at the NOAA Aer-
onomy Laboratory in Boulder, Colorado (Ecklund et al.
1988). Winds are obtained from the mean Doppler shift,
and turbulence information can be deduced from the
intensity and width of the Doppler spectrum (White and
Fairall 1995). The system uses a flatplate, microstrip
phased-array antenna with an aperture of 4 m2. Three
independent beam orientations are produced by elec-
tronically changing the phasing. A commercially avail-
able gyrostabilized platform (Seatel Inc.) is used to
maintain the antenna level with respect to gravity, de-
spite ship motion. After the antenna is installed on the
pedestal, it is first statically balanced and then dynam-
ically balanced. Electronic levels are installed on the
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FIG. 7. Intercomparison of latent heat fluxes measured from the R/V Franklin (indicated as FR) and the R/V Moana
Wave (indicated as MW) from two different periods during the TOGA COARE experiment. The dotted line represents
the MW covariance values and the solid line the MW bulk estimate. The solid circles are the FR covariance values,
and the dashed line is the FR bulk estimate. The ships are collocated only during the period when FR covariance values
are given.

antenna for the balancing process and to monitor actual
orientation at sea. Mean balance to within a fraction of
a degree is obtained in port. Generally, the performance
of the pedestal compensator is good, but on two cruises
mean imbalance had to be corrected. Horizontal winds
in fixed-earth coordinates are derived from the radial
Doppler shifts with standard coordinate rotations (as in

section 3a) using GPS data for (Vlp) and the gyrocom-
pass for heading. In the absence of precipitation, the
vertical Doppler correction term is ignored. No attempt
is made to correct for wave-induced errors. When the
antenna is not level, the data clearly show erroneous
changes in the wind vector as the ship maneuvers.

In the absence of precipitation, the radar-scattering
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FIG. 8. Photograph of several remote sensors on the R/V Moana Wave.

originates from refractive-index inhomogeneities asso-
ciated with atmospheric turbulence (see White et al.
1996 for a detailed discussion). In the Tropics, the max-
imum altitude of useful winds from the profiler is 2–3
km at 60-m vertical resolution and 3–5 km at 420-m
vertical resolution. Real-time software is used to cal-
culate the first three moments of the atmospheric scat-
tering peak in the measured Doppler velocity spectrum.
These moments are then used to compute profiles of the
radar refractive-index structure function parameter ,2Cn

the mean wind vector, and the rate of dissipation of
turbulent kinetic energy e (White and Fairall 1995). The
top of the ABL is usually evident as a strong peak in

or a rapid decrease with height of e (White et al.2Cn

1991).
RASS capability is obtained by adding two acoustic

sources to the radar and analyzing the velocity spectrum
for Doppler shifts near the atmospheric speed of sound
(about 340 m s21). Because the speed of sound is directly
related to temperature, RASS is able to measure air
temperature profiles, but at a range rarely exceeding 1
km with this unit. This poor performance compared to
405- and 50-MHz systems is caused by the small an-
tenna size, low power, and strong acoustic absorption
at 1.9 kHz. Best performance occurs for light winds or
for moderate (5–10 m s21) winds with an acoustic source

placed directly upwind of the radar antenna by a few
tens of meters.

c. Microwave radiometer

The microwave radiometer is a small portable unit
built by Radiometrics Corporation and modified for
shipboard use by ETL. The radiometer provides con-
tinuous measurements of total integrated atmospheric
water vapor and cloud liquid water content with a time
resolution of about 30 s. On some cruises, a microwave
radiometer designed and built at ETL has been used.
Both systems typically use one channel in the 20-GHz
water vapor absorption region and one channel in the
31-GHz liquid water absorption region. In some cases
a third channel at 90 GHz is used to improve sensitivity
to liquid water (Hogg et al. 1983). A retrieval method
based on known or assumed profile statistics (e.g., from
rawinsondes) is used to derive integrated water vapor
and liquid (Hogg et al. 1983); accuracy for liquid water
is estimated to be 20% (Fairall et al. 1990).

d. Rawinsonde

The rawinsonde system is an Omega version of the
NCAR Cross-chain Loran Atmospheric Sounding Sys-
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FIG. 9. Sample time series of fluxes and meteorology from TIWE.
The upper panel shows the sensible heat flux (1) and three estimates
(b—bulk, c—covariance, and i—inertial) of the latent heat flux. The
second panel shows the solar (line) and IR (circle) radiative fluxes.
The third panel shows the wind speed (line) and direction (circle).
The lowest panel shows three estimates (b—bulk, c—covariance, and
solid line—inertial) of friction velocity.

tem, designed for operation by one person. Navaid-
based sondes (we use Vaisala RS-80-N) are particularly
useful for wind finding from ships, where theodolite
approaches are difficult to implement because of ship
motion. Temperature, humidity, and pressure are ob-
tained at roughly 50-m vertical resolution. Wind speed
and direction are also calculated at 50-m intervals but
are actually smoothed values computed from position
readings from 2300 m to 1300 m.

e. Sodar

A Doppler minisodar from Aerovironment adds high-
resolution detail to the wind profiles in the lowest 200
m. The radar wind profiler has 60-m range resolution
and its first usable range gate at sea is often above 200
m. The sodar has a phased array antenna consisting of
49 acoustic drivers in a hexagonal pattern. The drivers
are oriented horizontally and the beams are directed
vertically off two reflecting surfaces. One vertical and
two tilted beams are obtained by phasing the driving
elements. The maximum vertical resolution for winds
and backscatter intensity is 5 m. The acoustic frequency
is tunable but is nominally set to 4.5 kHz. The system
transmits a pulse about every 2 s, depending on max-
imum range selected. Time resolution for the backscatter
intensity plots is nominally 10 s; for the average wind
profiles it is 1–60 min. The antenna was mounted in a
double-gimbaled cradle to compensate for ship motion.
The gimbaling system was found to be underdamped in
the first sea deployment (the MBL cruise off Monterey).

Tests of the sodar in Boulder indicated reliable wind
profiles to maximum heights of 100–250 m depending
on conditions. Performance at sea in the MBL cruise
was much less impressive. This is believed to be partly
due to the poor location of the instrument in a confined
area on the ship. Thus, lower range gates were com-
promised by echoes from the ship’s superstructure. An-
other factor is the much lower sensible heat flux typi-
cally found over the oceans (tens of watts per square
meter) compared to over land (hundreds of watts per
square meter). This device is primarily sensitive to ,2CT

which is directly related to the sensible heat flux through
MOS scaling [see (2) and (7)]. A second sea trial was
conducted in 1996.

5. Recent results

About 3500 nominally 1-h averages have been mea-
sured with the flux system since the first deployment in
the COARE pilot cruise. An example from a single day
with very steady conditions during the TIWE cruise is
shown in Fig. 9. Bulk, inertial-dissipation, and covari-
ance latent heat fluxes are all shown. The sensible heat
fluxes are quite small, so only the covariance value is
shown. Bulk, inertial-dissipation, and covariance fric-
tion velocity estimates show unusually good agreement,
primarily due to steady conditions, a lack of precipi-

tation, an absence of ship maneuvers, and fairly calm
seas. Based on intercomparisons with buoys and other
flux measuring platforms in the COARE experiment (E.
Bradley et al. 1997, manuscript submitted to J. Atmos.
Oceanic Technol.), we have estimated accuracies for
these measurements as shown in Table 3. The system
has been used in several investigations of flux param-
eterization. Young et al. (1992, 1995) examined the ef-
fects of deep convective structures on the surface energy
budget of the equatorial Pacific. Ledvina et al. (1993)
showed that bulk flux estimates are sensitive to the
length of the average applied to the mean variables used
in the algorithm. This was particularly critical for stress
estimates where the use of daily averaged winds caused
errors of a factor of 3. Fairall et al. (1996) used the
measurements from the Moana Wave to develop a bulk
algorithm that is being used by the entire COARE sci-
ence community.

The past and future deployment of the system in many
different marine regimes gives us the opportunity to
develop a bulk parameterization that can be generally
applied from the poles to the equator. An example is
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TABLE 4. Mean fluxes values from the SCOPE and COARE pro-
grams. The subscript c denotes covariance data and b denotes bulk
estimates.

Variable COARE SCOPE

u (m s21)
Ta (8C)
Ts (8C)
DT (8C)
q (g kg21)
qs (g kg21)
Dq (g kg21)
Hsc (W m22)
Hsb (W m22)
Hlc (W m22)
Hlb (W m22)
^wu&c (m2 s22)
^wu&b (m2 s22)
^wv&c (m2 s22)
^wv&b (m2 s22)
Number

4.0
28.0
29.2
1.2

18.4
24.8
6.4
8
6

95
93

20.022
20.024
10.003

0
860

4.1
16.7
19.1
2.4

10.4
13.4
3.0

17
15
50
52

20.025
20.027
20.006

0
180

TABLE 5. Cloud statistics generated from extended time series of ceilometer data.

Experiment name Dates

Location
latitude (8)

longitude (8)
Total number of

30-s profiles

Cloud
frac-
tion

Cloud base (m)

20th
per-
cent-

ile

50th
percen-

tile

80th
percen-

tile
Primary cloud

types

FIRE
(First International Satel-

lite Cloud Climatology
Project Region Experi-
ment)

SCOPE
(San Clemente Ocean

Probing Experiment)

Jul 1987

Sep 1993

San Nicolas Island
Eastern Pacific
338N, 1208W

R/V Titan
Eastern Pacific
338N, 1188W

68.05 3 104 0.69 300 457 750 Marine stratus

TIWE
(Tropical Instability Wave

Experiment)

Nov–Dec
1991

R/V Moana Wave
Equatorial Pacific
08, 1408W

5.68 3 104 0.26 625 945 1585 Trade cumulus

ASTEX
(Atlantic Stratocumulus

Transition Experiment)

Jun 1992 R/V Malcom Baldridge
Eastern Atlantic
278–378N, 228–278W

5.81 3 104 0.45 594 1021 1463 Marine stratus
trade cumulus

Porto Santo Island
338N, 168W

3.07 3 104

(1-min profiles)
0.56 556 938 1494 Marine stratus

trade cumulus

COARE
(Coupled Ocean–Atmo-

sphere Response Exper-
iment)

Nov 1992–
Feb 1993

R/V Moana Wave West-
ern Pacific 28S–58N,
1538–1578E

1.26 3 105 0.22 686 1052 1844 Trade cumulus
(suppressed)

Cumulonimbus
(convective)

given in Table 4, where average properties from de-
ployments in the equatorial Pacific and the California
coast are compared. Note that the mean wind speed for
the two experiments is about the same, but the air–sea
temperature difference is about a factor of 2 greater for
California, and the air–sea humidity difference is about
a factor of 2 greater for the Pacific. As expected from
bulk concepts, the sensible and latent heat fluxes scale
appropriately. Also note that the cross-stream stress (the
w–v covariance) is small but not negligible, indicating
that the mean stress vector is oriented about 108 from

the mean wind vector. The sign of the cross-stream stress
is consistent with the fact that COARE occurred at 28S,
but the physical significance is unknown.

The ceilometer is a very rugged and reliable instru-
ment that has produced so much data that a single ex-
ample does not do it justice. Instead, we offer a simple
summary of cloud-base height and overhead cloud frac-
tion statistics from deployment in four different climate
regions (Table 5). More details can be found in White
et al. (1995).

A time–height cross section of hourly average wind
profiles from one day in the TIWE experiment is shown
in Fig. 10. The height coverage is good in this example
because the background humidity in the Tropics in much
higher than what is often found in the midlatitudes. Note
the inconsistent wind profile at about 1000 UTC. This
is caused by a change of ship direction during the hour.
At this date we were correcting winds with hourly av-
erage GPS and heading information. An example of
RASS temperature performance from the SCOPE ex-
periment in the region of San Clemente Island, off the
coast of California, is shown in Fig. 11. An apparent
isothermal layer appears near the surface in the con-
toured data because only one radar range gate is avail-
able in the lowest 200 m. In this case, the subsidence
inversion is obvious as the region of tightly packed con-
tours of RASS temperature (very close to virtual tem-
perature) between 500 and 700 m. The base of the in-
version inferred from radiosondes is indicated by the
circled plus symbol. These data indicate a potential tem-
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FIG. 10. Sample time–height wind barb plot from the 915-MHz
wind profiler during TIWE. Note that time goes from right to left.
The number of barbs indicates the wind speed (m s21), and the ori-
entation designates the direction. The lowest wind barb is from the
anemometer at 12-m height.

FIG. 11. Sample time–height cross section of RASS-derived sonic temperature from 23 Sep-
tember 1993, during the SCOPE experiment off southern California. The circled plus symbols
denote inversion base heights deduced from radiosonde temperature and humidity profiles.

perature jump across the inversion of about 7 K with
only a modest diurnal effect (local sunrise is at about
1400 UTC). On this day the winds were fairly weak,
so conditions were favorable for good RASS height cov-
erage. Typically, when the inversion height exceeds 1
km, identification by RASS becomes more erratic.
RASS has about the same altitude coverage as sodar as
both are adversely affected by advection of the acoustic
beam by the horizontal wind. Sodar has superior vertical
resolution, but unlike sodar, RASS can quantify the ac-
tual temperature change across the inversion.

An example of stratocumulus cloud information de-
duced from several remote sensors is displayed in Fig.
12. These data are from the ASTEX experiment near
the Azore Islands. Cloud-base height and integrated liq-
uid water content are directly obtained from the ceil-
ometer and microwave radiometer. The cloud-top height
is deduced from the sudden decrease in wind profiler
backscatter intensity associated with the transition from
the high moisture microturbulence intensity in the
boundary layer to the relatively quiescent conditions
above the inversion (Chertock et al. 1993). Note the
strong correlation of cloud physical thickness with in-
creased liquid water content; for very thin clouds the
liquid water content is at the sensitivity threshold of the
radiometer. The values here often indicate a subadiabatic
liquid water cloud structure suggesting weak turbulent
mixing. Note the existence of cumulus clouds beneath
the upper stratus layer as indicated by lower cloud bases
and increased liquid water amounts. The peak in liquid
water content near 1730 UTC corresponds to drizzle
that did not quite reach the surface.

In Fig. 13 we highlight the turbulence measuring ca-
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FIG. 12. Sample time series of stratocumulus cloud properties from ASTEX. The upper panel shows the profiler-deduced values for cloud-
top height (asterisk and dashed line) and the ceilometer values for cloud-base height (circle and solid line). The lower panel shows the
microwave radiometer values for integrated cloud liquid water content.

pabilities of these remote sensors for the same period
shown in Fig. 12. Here the upper panel shows the ver-
tical velocity, the middle panel , and the lower panel2Cn

(proportional to e2/3). The data shown are for 30-s2Cu

samples taken every 3 min with 60-m height resolution
in the vertical beam. In the upper panel the mottled
regions of random red and dark blue dots indicate back-
ground noise (i.e., invalid data). These regions are ap-
parent above 1.7 km in the first part of the record and
in various intervals between 0.6 and 1.7 km; they cor-
relate with regions of low signal (blue colors) in the
second panel and represent values below the sensi-2Cn

tivity threshold of the profiler. Note the very thin region
between 1.7 and 2.0 km of enhanced in the middle2Cn

panel and valid vertical velocities in the upper panel,
both associated with the trade-wind inversion. The driz-

zle that occurred at 1730 UTC is apparent in the blue
region of negative vertical velocity (about 1 m s21) in
the upper panel. The lower panel shows a strong region
of velocity turbulence near the surface associated with
surface shear generation of turbulent kinetic energy.
There is also a hint of turbulence enhancement at the
inversion, indicating some modest mean velocity shear
in that region. The apparent increase of during the2Cu

drizzle event is an artifact due to Doppler width broad-
ening by the range of fall velocities existing in the pre-
cipitation (i.e., a spectrum of drizzle droplets). Also note
the strong patches of and somewhat weaker response2Cn

of associated with patchy cumulus clouds in the mid-2Cu

dle of the boundary layer, indicated by the groups of
black dots denoting ceilometer measurements of fractal
cumulus below the stratus layer.
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FIG. 13. Turbulence profile time series corresponding to Fig. 12. The upper panel shows vertical velocity, the middle panel , and the2Cn

lower panel . The color coding is described by the color bar above each panel. The total height range is from 0.15 to 2.0 km in 60-m2Cw

range gates; the time resolution is a 30-s sample every 3 min. The black dots on the middle panel are cloud-base heights from the ceilometer.

6. Discussion

After five years of steady development, a seagoing
system capable of complete surface flux and sophisti-
cated boundary layer profile measurements has been
demonstrated. The system has application in a variety
of research areas in marine meteorology, including oce-
anic surface energy budgets, boundary layer dynamics,
dispersion/diffusion, air–sea gas and particle transfer,
entrainment, and cloud–radiation coupling. So far, the
system has been used for research in the areas of surface
flux parameterization (Fairall et al. 1996), flux averaging

issues (Ledvina et al. 1993), the atmospheric turbulent
kinetic energy budget (Fairall and Edson 1994), pre-
cipitation contributions to surface heat flux (Gosnell et
al. 1995), cloud-radiative properties (Chertock et al.
1993; White et al. 1995), the coupling of surface fluxes
and deep convection (Young et al. 1992, 1995), oceanic
near-surface dynamics (Webster et al. 1996), and de-
velopment of satellite algorithms (Clayson et al. 1996).
Some of this research does not make use of the mul-
tiparameter nature of these data, but much of it does.
Table 6 summarizes the unique collection of datasets
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TABLE 6. Campaign hourly data statistics.

Variable

ASTEX

Median Average Sigma

TIWE

Average

Ship speed (m s21)
10-m wind speed (m s21)
10-m wind direction (8)
Sea surface temperature (8C)
14-m air temperature (8C)
Surface saturation humidity (g kg21)
14-m humidity (g kg21)
14-m relative humidity (%)
Sensible heat flux (W m22)

6.0
4.7

33
20.7
20.0
15.2
10.5
73.2
8

4.8
4.4

34
20.7
19.8
15.2
10.5
72.8
8

2.58
1.79

77
1.05
1.10
0.97
1.35
7.71
5.75

0.7
6.4

108
72.2
26.9
22.5
17.1
77.3
4

Latent heat flux (W m22)
Surface stress (N m22)
Surface solar irradiance Rs (W m22)
Surface longwave irradiance (W m22)
Total surface energy (W m22)
Transmission coefficient Tr
Albedo Re

75
0.023

58
346

298
0.73
0.26

76
0.029

255
350
83
0.72
0.27

32.2
0.020

320
21.8

305
0.21
0.20

101
0.054

232
401
52
0.74
0.22

Cloud optical depth tc

Cloud fraction at zenith f
Cloud base (m)
Cloud thickness (m)
Cloud liquid water path* LWP (g m22)

4.9
0.26

869
220

10.1
0.38

1007
251
123

21.9
0.37

515
163

17.7
0.26

886
313
209

* From ASTEX, the average cloud LWP is defined as the average LWP measured by the radiometer divided by the average cloud fraction
measured at zenith.

from two different marine climate regions. The data
include surface mean meteorology, fluxes, and a variety
of cloud characteristics including mean cloud fraction,
height, physical thickness, optical thickness, and inte-
grated liquid water content. Such comprehensive, syn-
ergistic, and high-quality data have never been available
before and are potentially quite useful for climate an-
alysts and modelers. Improvements in sensors, tech-
niques, and experience will lead to increased use and
integration of the data.

A second-generation flux system has been developed.
This system has true real-time motion corrections and
will be used for future work in gas flux research. Both
eddy correlation and relaxed eddy accumulation tech-
niques are planned. Plans to truly integrate the mea-
surement systems by ethernet link are also being de-
veloped. A cruise conducted in the equatorial Pacific
during March 1996 saw the addition of the Los Alamos
National Laboratory UV-Raman lidar and the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts 35-GHz and 95-GHz cloud pro-
filing radars. An ‘‘unattended’’ lidar and cloud radar are
being developed at ETL for future deployments. These
systems greatly increase the cloud and ABL measure-
ment capabilities. Cloud radars have the ability to pro-
vide profiles of liquid water and cloud droplet size with-
in clouds; drizzle droplet size and number concentration
can also be profiled (Frisch et al. 1995). A Doppler lidar
can measure subcloud ABL structures and turbulence
profiles. This array of sensors represents the most com-
prehensive investigations of the marine ABL yet at-
tempted. Combining with aircraft and/or satellite mea-
surements will further increase observing capabilities
and the potential for useful research.
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